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Abstract
In this position paper, we first summarize our work on designing the conversational interface for SUGILITE—a multimodal programming by demonstration system that enables a virtual agent to learn how to handle out-of-domain commands and perform the tasks using available third-party mobile apps in task-oriented dialogs from the user’s demonstrations. We then discuss our planned future work on enabling the end users to create more useful and usable automations for the virtual agent by supporting the users to verbally describe interface operations, to narrate ambiguous steps during demonstrations, and to specify conditionals, triggers, parameters and error handling behaviors through a conversational interface.
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**Introduction**

Existing conversational intelligent agents like Siri, Google Assistant, Alexa and Cortana can perform various tasks, including device control, communication, web search and calendar management. However, these agents have limited functionality. They can only invoke built-in apps (e.g., Phone, Calendar, Music, etc.) and a few integrated external apps and web services (e.g., Search, Weather, Wikipedia) and cannot perform the tasks if the user gives a command that requires the use of an unsupported third-party service. In the conversational user experience with the current agents, for a user utterance that does not match any of the system’s known types, the agents often simply give an error response (e.g., “I can’t do that”, “I don’t understand that”) or perform a general web search for the user’s command, which is not very helpful.

To address this limitation, we are designing and implementing SUGILITE [3], a multimodal programming by demonstration (PBD) system that enables end users to program arbitrary smartphone tasks by combining the demonstrations made by directly manipulating the regular graphical user interface (GUI) of smartphone apps, along with verbal instructions from the users.

With SUGILITE, an intelligent agent can learn how to handle out-of-domain commands and perform the tasks using available third-party mobile apps in task-oriented dialogs from the user’s demonstrations. More details about SUGILITE can be found in another paper [3]. In this position paper, we particularly focus on the design of its conversational interface.

**The Conversational Interface of SUGILITE**

In this section, we will briefly describe the conversational interface [1] of SUGILITE, and how SUGILITE uses the users’ verbal instructions in generalizing the scripts. This generalization mechanism allows SUGILITE to learn how to perform tasks with different values for parameters (e.g., to order any Starbucks drink, or to find flights between any pair of cities) from a single demonstration. To better exhibit this interface, a video is also available.

To provide flexibility for users in different contexts, both creating the automation and running the automation can be performed through either the conversational interface or SUGILITE’s own GUI. Sugilite currently uses Google ASR for voice recognition, and has its conversational interface based on LIA [1]. When the user gives a new voice command (e.g., “order a cup of cappuccino”, “check the score of the Steelers game”), SUGILITE replies “Sorry, but I don’t understand... Would you like to teach me?” (Figure 1).

After the user answers “Yes” in the conversational interface, SUGILITE replies “When you say [COMMAND] ... What shall I do? ... Show me how to [COMMAND]”, switches to the home screen of the phone, and shows a popup to prompt the user to start demonstrating. As each step is demonstrated, SUGILITE pops up a confirmation (Figure 2). After the user finishes the demonstration, SUGILITE attempts to generalize the script by comparing the features of the target UI elements (in particular, their text labels) and any values typed into text fields against the words in the verbal command, trying to identify the user’s parameters by matching the strings.
For example, after the user demonstrates what to do for the command “Order a pepperoni pizza” using the Papa John’s app, SUGILITE notices that the operation of clicking on the menu item “Pepperoni” from the “Papa’s Picks” menu matches the word “pepperoni” in the verbal command (Figure 3). So SUGILITE can infer that “pepperoni” might be a parameter in this script, and “sausage” and “cheese pizza” are the two other possible values for this slot. As a result, SUGILITE learns how to properly handle the generalized command “Order a [PIZZA_TYPE] pizza” and can automatically order the right pizza based on the parameter given in the user’s command.

In order to support this generalization, SUGILITE records the set of all possible alternatives to the UI element on which the user operates. SUGILITE finds these alternatives based on the UI structure, looking for other elements that are structurally in parallel with the selected element. This mechanism also allows SUGILITE to differentiate tasks with similar command structure but different values. For example, the commands “Order Iced Cappuccino” and “Order a sausage pizza” invoke different scripts, because the phrase “Iced Cappuccino” is among the alternative elements for an operation in one script, while “cheese pizza” is among the alternatives for a different script.

**Planned Work**

In the current version of SUGILITE, the verbal instruction from the user is only given **before** the demonstration. Then SUGILITE tries to generalize the script from the demonstration by using the user’s verbal instruction as the intention of the user. Even though this simple approach works surprisingly well and can automatically generalize the scripts for many tasks with minimal additional user input [3], we want to go further and allow the users to give verbal instructions in conversations with the virtual agent and to perform demonstrations simultaneously while speaking. As future work, we wish to further explore how to better leverage (1) the verbal commands (and the narrations) given by the user; (2) the user’s demonstrated actions, and (3) the screen contents shown on the user interface to understand the user’s intentions and to learn the user’s desired tasks [5].

In this workshop, we wish to discuss and gather feedback on designing the conversational user experience to address the following issues:

**The Disambiguation / Data Description Problem**

The data description problem is long-standing in PBD [2,4]. When the user demonstrates clicking on a screen item, it is difficult to determine what feature (e.g., text label, id, screen location, child elements, etc.) should be used for identifying which item to click on in future executions of the script. In a pilot study, we asked the users to narrate their actions while demonstrating. We found that the narrations are often very helpful in disambiguating the features (e.g., the users said things like “click on the first item in the list”, “click on the submit button”, “choose the option with the lowest price”). We plan to design a conversational user experience to allow the users to naturally narrate during the demonstration, and map the user narrations to each operation the users perform on the screen.

**Procedure Editing**

We would like to enable users to explicitly specify different parameter values for an existing script by speech. For example, the user should be able to give
commands like “Get my regular breakfast order, except instead of iced coffee, I want hot coffee.” We wish to explore how the conversation in the mixed-initiative interface can be designed, leveraging the context of the existing scripts and GUI elements.

**Conditionals and Triggers**
In a preliminary study, participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk were asked to give example commands that they would like a smartphone intelligent personal assistant to perform. Many of the commands involve triggers based on the activity of the user. Some examples are: “If I’m driving, send an auto-response for my incoming messages”, and “Connect the wireless headphone if I’m running”. Many such commands also include conditionals, for example: “order a hot cappuccino if it is cold outside, otherwise order an iced cappuccino”.

In some cases, the conditionals are implicit. For example, for “what’s the winning team for the Steeler’s game”, the agent should return the name of the first team displayed on the interface if the score of the first team is higher than the second team, or the second team if the other way around.

We plan to investigate how the user would normally describe conditionals and triggers in the PBD scripts in a conversation through a further Mechanical Turk study. We will then explore how we can design the conversational interface to better support the end-user programming of conditionals and triggers.

**Error Handling**
SUGILITE often encounters two types of errors in its conversational interface: (1) errors in voice recognition and (2) recognizing the words correctly, but not being able to perform the task properly.

In light of the first type of error, we plan to enable SUGILITE to detect crucial actions (actions that cannot be undone), and ask users for confirmation before executing. This will ensure no critical action will be accidentally done in case of the misrecognition.

For the second type of error, currently when SUGILITE cannot find a matched item on the screen to operate on, it will pause and prompt the user to demonstrate the next action using direct manipulation. For the future, we plan to enable SUGILITE to ask questions like “I don’t see ‘large’ in the size option, I see grande, tall, etc., which one should I pick?” in the conversation so the user can handle such errors by speech without necessarily having to touch the phone.
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